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Registration is Now Open!
Download the Programme Agenda and Registration Form

Registration for REDAS Integrated Digital Delivery (IDD) Symposium 2021 is
now

open.

Themed ‘Optimizing IDD Through Collaboration – Establishing an Effective
Value Chain’ and to be held alongside Architecture & Buildings Services
Exhibition 2021 on 25 November 2021, the symposium will be conducted in a
hybrid format with the physical venue at Marina Bay Sands Expo and Convention
Centre. Mr Kelvin Wong (CEO, Building & Construction Authority) and Mr
Chia Ngiang Hong (REDAS President) will give the Opening Address and
Welcome

Address

respectively.

REDAS IDD Symposium inaugurated in 2014 is one of our flagship annual
conferences. It seeks to share knowledge on and promote IDD and its benefits,
and showcase successful IDD use cases/best practices and relevant

technologies to the Built Environment sector including developers and their value
chain partners. We have invited prominent players of the industry who will be
sharing on their actual experiences across the four stages of IDD deployment –
Digital Design, Digital Fabrication, Digital Construction and Digital Asset
Management. KPMG will also present the findings of the gaps analysis survey
and interviews on IDD it recently undertook working in collaboration with REDAS.
This year’s IDD symposium will have an added focus beyond the usual
objectives. You may be aware that REDAS is working closely with BCA,
Enterprise Singapore and industry partners towards the creation of a DeveloperCentric Integrated Digital Delivery Dashboard. The dashboard will allow
developers to better monitor and manage their projects live online across the four
stages of IDD deployment working collaboratively with their value chain partners.
A few of the invited speakers will be sharing their experiences on how using
dashboards have benefited their operations. At the coming event, we will preview
the IDD dashboard prototype and hope to garner valuable feedback for
improvements.

In order to establish a successful, holistic and conducive IDD environment, there
needs to be a collaborative and close-knitted ecosystem that brings the key
players and stakeholders together – ranging from regulators, developers,
architects, contractors, engineers, surveyors, facility managers, and more. We
hope the REDAS IDD Symposium and Developer-Centric IDD Dashboard are
meaningful

approaches

to

facilitate

and

foster

this.

We look forward to the strong support of members, industry players and all
relevant stakeholders to sign up for the symposium. Together, we can help to
accelerate digitalisation, industry transformation and strengthen industry
resilience and sustainability.

Register now to reserve your seat!

Separately, at the Integrated Digital Delivery (IDD) Pavilion @ ArchXpo 2021,
It showcases companies providing digital technologies that integrate work
processes and connect stakeholders working on the same project throughout
the construction and building life-cycle and would include design, fabrication
and assembly on-site, as well as the operations and maintenance of buildings.
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